Below Turner Arc Shading Systems
supplied and installed the motorised blinds
systems for the South Eveleigh project.

In December 2017 when TurnerArc Shading Systems was
contracted to supply and install all the 1,900+ internal automated
roller blinds at South Eveleigh Building 1, incorporating smart
automated technology, and energy efficiency were paramount.
“Our professional team worked seamlessly with the architects, Mirvac,
engineers and contractors to deliver premium, innovative automated
roller blinds for the entire 7-floor building façade,” said TurnerArc
Director, Jason Turner. “We are passionate about delivering excellence
through product innovation, streamlined service and price efficiency.
By drawing on our partnered product collection and focusing on
quality, genuine customer service, and attention to detail, we delivered
innovative and superior outcomes for all as well as ‘hitting the mark’
environmentally as the overall masterplan vision is targeted to be a
zero-carbon development.”
At South Eveleigh Building 1, TurnerArc collaborated with Hunter
Douglas, using their Quantum Roller Blind Systems and Ecoplanet
fabric and Somfy whom supplied all the motors and installed the
Animeo KNX blind control systems throughout. “Ecoplanet is
manufactured from recycled plastic bottles into a PVC, Halogen, Lead
and Formaldehyde free sunscreen fabric and meets all the Green Star
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requirements for the project,” said Jason. “Somfy provided an integrated
control system fully automated into the buildings BCS to maximise the
natural light and shading into the workspace via solar tracking, external
sun sensors and 3D modelling of adjacent buildings. The blinds are also
able to be manually operated via grouped wall mount switches located
on the columns around the perimeter of the façade.”
TurnerArc Shading Systems is a premium window furnishing
specialist in the commercial, hospitality, residential, government,
healthcare and education markets Australia-wide. They offer
consultation, project management, design, supply and installation of
innovative and architecturally designed internal and external shading
systems, solar control systems and automated building control
systems. What makes TurnerArc so unique is their experience,
design and technical expertise as well as an understanding of the
distinct requirements of their customers combined with their range
of modern seamless systems to match any aesthetic while providing
solar control both internally and externally.
For more information contact TurnerArc Shading Systems, 7/2 Hawker
Street, Currumbin Waters QLD 4223, phone 07 5534 9825, email
info@turnerarc.com.au, website www.turnerarc.com.au
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